
Although a qualified product designer, having graduated 
with honors from the Académie Libanaise des Beaux-
Arts (ALBA) in 2016, Sakr had originally entered ALBA to 
study interior design. “I wanted to create environments 
that would make people feel comfortable,” she explains of 
the initial decision. “It’s still something I think about all 
the time.” 

Such conscious thought is what led her to design 
tableware for visually impaired people as her final thesis 
project – a collection equally appealing to those without 

Don’t let Beiruti Paola Sakr’s 23 years of age mislead you 
into thinking she’s a rookie in the design industry. With 
a wealth of ideas, talent and chutzpah that some lifelong 
designers yearn to possess, this creator has already been 
named a Rising Talent by Paris’ famed Maison&Objet 
fair, where she presented three works last September, 
including concrete vases, clay vessels and containers 
made of coffee grounds and newspaper waste. She was 
also included in WallpaperSTORE* and House of Today’s 
recent pop-up, producing über-slick contemporary 
Mikado sets.
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Her innovative use of materials 
places her high on the radar of young 
designers to watch
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“THERE’S ALWAYS A 
NARRATIVE TO MY WORK. 
MY MEDIUM IS MY MESSAGE” 

impairments – which she hopes to one day take to market. 
The stainless-steel cutlery set allows people with sight 
difficulties to enjoy meals autonomously without feeling 
alienated, giving them the ability to navigate their meals 
and avoid hand contact with food. Special rims, grips, heat 
transmitters and direction indicators form part of her 
prototype considerations. 

Ideas such as this often come to the designer while 
watching passersby from the window of her Ashrafieh 
atelier. “The mix of people makes you think of a lot of 
different possibilities,” she says.

Upon graduating, Sakr began working for lighting 
company PSLab, honing her technical skills, but was soon 
approached by Joy Mardini Gallery to produce furniture 
designs for an upcoming exhibition. Although she pulled 
off creating three big pieces after-hours, she realized that 
moonlighting would not be sustainable in the long run 
and took the leap to open a studio, focusing on her own-
name brand. 

“There’s always a narrative to my work,” Sakr explains. 
“My medium is my message.” The transparent furniture 
collection, which now includes a 10-seater glass 
dining table, is called the Dialogues series, inspired by 
conversations had either in bedrooms while getting 
dressed (represented by a minimal clothing rail, mirror 
and room-dividing screen) or around a meal.

Impermanence, a series of seven predominantly concrete 
vases, is a story of poetry and emotions – what Sakr 
describes as her art-and-design hybrid. “While working 
on these vases, they started resembling Beirut,” she says, 
“because every vase is so different, like a landscape of 
the city.” The series was, however, initially propelled by 
a period of melancholy. “I was thinking about expiration 
dates, and our attachment to ephemeral things,” Sakr says 
of her turmoil at the time of creating this work. It was 
during this period that she walked past a construction 
site and discovered that the concrete cylinders she 
admired for their raw perfection were to be discarded 
after pressure tests. “It reminded me of the things that 
are forgotten,” she says, illustrating how impermanence 

gives these concrete cylinders a second, more permanent 
function, as she transforms them into vases, housing 
flowers that represent the short circle of life. 

Her work on the Quantum series of vessels led her 
to delve into pottery, taking classes with Fadi Ksheik 
at Bkerzay in Deir Dourit. “I paid my respect to the 
material, but brought my approach to it,” she says of the 
terracotta and white-clay pieces that were both spun 
and hand-sculpted, resulting in an aesthetic resembling 
Brutalist architecture. “I had drawings and specific ideas 
beforehand,” she says, “but Fadi explained that with 
pottery you can’t calculate everything. Once you put it in 
the oven, it can change completely. He said, ‘They’re going 
to shrink and crack, and aren’t going to be perfect.’ And so 
I accepted and learned to love the defects because they 
show the qualities of a material that has a life of its own.”

Coffee has been another of Sakr’s material fascinations. 
An idea grown from recalling her father reading the 
newspaper while drinking his morning brew resulted in 
Morning Ritual, a set of biodegradable containers that 
brings a unique spin to the idea of repurposing material. 
By combining coffee grounds and newspaper waste, she’s 
developed tactile pieces that attract attention through 
their aroma, as well as their appearance.

Of her innovative approaches to materials, Sakr says: 
“When you create a new material, you’re the one who 
knows how it works. You know its limits, and you find ways 
to push it forward.” Through this continued exploration, 
Sakr believes her style and methodology will still develop 
further. “I’m too young to have a design identity currently. 
Whatever comes to me – in my mind, heart and curiosity 
– I’ll go with it. For now, I’m enjoying the ride.”


